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Callaway mavrik 5 iron graphite

In 1996-2014© Amazon .com or its affiliates were built for total distance with a larger body and deeper CG, which facilitated forgiveness and easy launch. Built for total distance with a larger body and deeper CG increases forgiveness and easy launch. Settings Club 5.00 71 Read/Write Review from $128.57 $799.99 Product Specification Technology
Designed by Artificial Intelligence A.I. Flash Face Cup Technology Tech Tungsten Energy Core Urethane Microsphere Handicap 8-20 15-36 3 -10 Key Benefits Longest Mavric Easy Launch Controlled Distance Head Shape Medium Oversized Compact Model Category Game Improvement Player Performance Introducing Custom Shaft &amp; Benefit Flash
Face Cup Technology We have created a sophisticated face architecture specific to all lofts, so we can create a significant boost in ball speed and an increase in spin robustness for all irons. Tungsten energy core for optimal start-up Custom tungsten injection weight of each iron can be found with extraordinary accuracy in the cg position of each iron while
maintaining ball speed with flash face cup. This facilitates optimal launch and ball flight through a set, from a strong loft and player-preferred trajectory, turnover and land angle. For the unsumbered feel of urethane microspheres For we have implemented patented urethane microspheres to comprehensively absorb unwanted vibrations for pure feel, while
maximizing POR for incredible ball speeds. High Performance Premium Stock Shaft and Grip Option KBS MAX - Steel Weight Class: 80g Project X Catalyst - Graphite Weight Class: 50g/60g/70g Grip: Golf Pride Tour Velvet 360 Soft Steel - 50g Graphite - 46g Custom Shaft MAVIK MAX Irons is rated 4.9 for 5 x 58. 5 out of 5 reputations by Mavrik Max's Lou
P Great Irons Callaway may not be happy with my review. I bought a set of Mavrik Max Irons and used them for a week. It was enough for me, I thought a stronger loft would give me more distance. It's not. Purchased a set of Mavrik Max Irons through Callaway and replaced the Mavrik Iron. What a difference! Mavrik Max Iron gives me both distance and
precision. I was delighted to have made the switch. Another problem was the wait when I ordered Max Iron. Thanks to my salesperson Alan, he researched and found second-hand sets. Actually, they were just stores and seemed new. So on his recommendation, I bought them. Thanks Alan, it did a great job. Just a great iron. Date Published: 2020-08-11
Rated 5 out of 5 by Jeffb12 from Perfect for New Golfers I'm a terrible golfer, plain and simple. I've only been playing for a year and each game notices some improvements I can buy game improvementsThese clubs have helped me improve my game very much. I'm hitting the ball even straighter and more consistent. My confidence is up and I'm enjoying the
course with my friends. I strongly recommend it to new golfers. These clubs are really game changers. Published: 2020-08-01 I'm 73 years old and have lost my distance from my old club for the last few years, so I decided to try a new set of clubs. My last set was callaway club, but I decided to try a few different brands, but stayed at Callaway. Even with my
new club, I wasn't going to hit the ball like I used to. My last club was a regular shaft. The pro that suited me suggested I try the senior shaft and I didn't think I needed a senior shaft, but it made a difference. With the combination of a new club and a shaft, I now have most of my distance back to where I was a few years ago. I love the club and the shaft and
the combination has improved my game. Thanks to Callaway and the pros who helped me make golf a better experience. Love the game!Issue date: 2020-07-25 If use is excellent, rated 5 by Tesla50 from the first month 5 Love the lightweight and balance of these clubs, I increased my swing speed by about 15%. Published: 2020-07-04 Rated 5 out of 5 by
WFH from Great Clubs so far, they were surprised at how light they felt despite their heft and somey chunky club line. Published: 2020-06-28 Rated 5 out of 5 by Cb26 Hit these clubs for the first time in the range from just and wow at least the full club longer. I can't wait to fit in the new lengths. Nice controllable, these clubs look a great field hitting all the long
viable things I've ever wanted, but I can't wait to adapt to the new lengths and figure out which one to use. Published: 2020-06-28 Excellent clubs rated 5 out of 5 anonymously from outstanding clubs. Very accurate and forgiving. I can hit my 6-iron @170 yards again. All the other irons are solid and feel great. Published: 2020-06-21 Rating from 5 of 5 by Mike
53 A great fit on my Apex set. Loft matches Apex and up to 5 irons strike very easily. It's a great addition to my setup. I strongly recommend it. Published: 2020-06-20 Compact player iron with all of the best MAVRIK technology. Compact player iron with all of the best MAVRIK technology. Configuration Club 5.00 50 Read/Write Review from $128.57 $899.99
Product Specification Technology Designed by Artificial Intelligence A.I. Flash Face Cup Technology Tech Tungsten Energy Core Urethane Microsphere Handicap 8-20 15-36 3-10 Key Benefit Longest Mavric Easy Launch Control DistanceModerate Oversized Compact Model Category Game Improvement Super Game Improvement Player Performance
Custom Shaft &amp; Grip Introducing MVRIK Pro Iron Features &amp; Benefits Flash Face Cup Technology For the first time for fast ball speed across the face, we use artificial intelligence in iron. We've created a sleek face architecture that's unique to every loft, so we can create a significant boost in ball speed and an increase in spin robustness for all
irons. Tungsten energy core for optimal start-up Custom tungsten injection weight of each iron can be found with extraordinary accuracy in the cg position of each iron while maintaining ball speed with flash face cup. This facilitates optimal launch and ball flight through a set, from a strong loft and player-preferred trajectory, turnover and land angle. For the
unsumbered feel of urethane microspheres For we have implemented patented urethane microspheres to comprehensively absorb unwanted vibrations for pure feel, while maximizing POR for incredible ball speeds. High Performance Premium Stock Shaft and Grip Options Midsummer High 105 - Steel 100g Class KBS Tour Graphite Iron 90 - Graphite 90g
Class Grip: Grip: Men's Golf Pride Tour Velvet 360 Steel - 50g Graphite - 46g Custom Shaft MAVRIK Pro Iron is rated 4.7 to 5 x 43. Increased distance and accuracy rated 5 out of 5 by Jmpga70 to Callaway in his new iron line from Qudos. I picked up 15-20 yards with an iron, a great launch angle and trajectory, and a perfect spin rate for me. I love the clean
look and cosmetically go from 7 iron to 8 iron and then to the iron I saw. This set was designed using artificial intelligence and seems unbiased from a design perspective. Data from 20 years was supplied to the computer and the program identified a selection of lofts and weight arrangements and the perfect shaft to provide the right amount of lofts and spins.
Well done! Published: 2020-08-27 Rated 5 out of 5 by Pga1day from The Great Club. Purchased without trying them. I eat them in. I regained the yard I lost in the last set. Published: 2020-08-22 Rated 5 out of 5 by Strong Senior Players from Extraordinary Irons! I think callaway designers just did it at Mavrik Pro ons. I haven't felt the need to buy a new iron in
over 7 years, I'm a single-digit handicap senior player and haven't seen enough reason to be convincing until now. I hit 4-irons well, so I was discussing getting a 3-iron again. I grew up 40 years ago, played competitive golf and it was my 2-iron to go to my club. Hybrids have never really worked for me, I tend to draw and hook them and I've tried a lot of good
in the past few years. So I tried Mavric3 iron and it was amazing how easy it was to hit, how smooth it felt and how far it flew. I hit Mavirk Pro 3 irons 240-250 yards, went straight without side spins, just pure, and I feel like I'm hitting a 7-iron. I have not carried the actual three irons in the bag for more than 10 years so far. The 3-iron felt so good and I went for
a fitting to check out the performance further. The Mavrik Pro 7 ironball speed was 5-6 mph high, and the launch and decent angles were perfect for accuracy. So I bought a Mavrik Pro Iron. I took them out on the golf course and was blown away by how accurate and consistently smooth they were in real playing conditions. I hit 12 of 18 greens in regulation.
This wasn't an anomaly, I now see this same level of consistency in my game. with these irons. Now, if I could only putt! For the record, I had the same experience as the Callaway Epic Flash Driver. Alongside the same swing as my TaylorMade driver, I saw a 15-mile increase in ball speed and a 30-yard increase in distance! I'm grateful. The AI-based
approach has had an extraordinary impact in all industries and now Callaway was really the first to master this for the world of golf. Lovely Work Callaway Innovator! Issue Date: Rated 5 out of 5 by Snarky Minotor from the 2020-08-21 run, don't walk to get these irons! My gamer set over the last 9 years has been 712 AP2 and I love them. As I grew old and
the frequency of rounds fluctuated, I found AP2 a little less forgiving than I needed right now. I was still carrying handicaps between 7 and 10 and really wanted to stay in the player's irons, but I wanted to benefit from the new technology. We tested the Mavrik Pro 5-PW several times and saw an immediate boost in carry distance and a good spin rate. It was
Orbital who sold me at this club. It starts low and climbs completely. The shot shape is beautiful and remains workable in both directions. I tightened a lot of shot dispersion. The address and topline look pretty much the same, and the swing weights are comparable to my AP2. 7i carry averaged 160-165y. 5i is 175-180. The steel shaft stiffens with the TT
Elevate 105. I'm lucky enough to fit the standard setup. Callaway produces incredibly playable models in Mavrik. Published: 2020-08-12 Just WOW to Brandon 33 rated 5 out !!! The disease sweetens this as short as possible. I was playing taylormade tour priority cb iron in 4 handicaps. After doing more research I want to admit that I landed on top of the
MAV Pro.Course still. But I hit a big bucket in the range with just my iron and I can tell you this. My accuracy and flight control with these is better than I expected. Yes, they are long. But I was a little worried about distance control. No more!!! These are great!!! These give you the confidence to be proactive and gain with pins!!!! All you want right is to be a
!?!?!? I definitely shoot low scores!!! If you're a golfer with more than 14 handicaps. Just pull the trigger and buy. You absolutely don't regret it. Published: 2020-08-08 Rated 4 out of 5 by ClydeV from between player and game improvement I have my Mavrik Pro Irons for about 6 months. The lack of head size, shape and offset looks and feels like the player's
iron. The feedback from the blow is much better than the other distance irons I've tried, but you can feel it anywhere on the face where you hit the ball, not the forged head. For clubs that aim to be better players, they are forgiving, but you can still shape your shots. If you are struggling to close the face of the club, I recommend the standard or max version of
these irons. As far as distances go, you won't hit these iron faces. They are long, I am my crooked 2° weak for that reason, still hitting my 7-iron 190. My only complaint is that I cracked the face of a 6-iron catching rocks hidden in the fairway, but I bought a replacement. My set is 1° flat 2° weak with elevated 95 rigid flex shaft. Published: 2020-06-24 Rated 5
out of 5 by Ryan2222 from the best Callaway Iron I've played. The Mavrik Pro Irons are the best club I've ever played for. Easy to hit and work able balls, the club is very long and has a great feel, even though they are not faked. I am a single-digit handicap player and recommend these clubs as player clubs to mid-handicap players. Title list AP2, Mixhno
MMC, Callaway X counterfeit blades and taylormade P790s compared these clubs. Mounting, the shaft makes a big difference. Published: 2020-06-18 rating from 5 by Anonymous 5 after using a RAZORX iron for quite some time from a big upgrade, bought looking to improve my game. This is a major advance in technology. Looking at the address is great,
feels great through the impact and the sound these irons make is amazing. I hope Callaway will use AI technology in building wedges next! The name/logo of such a great product is pretty crappy. Published: 2020-05-15 2020-05-15
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